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ScienceDirect
The classical concepts of reinforcement learning in the

mammalian brain focus on dopamine release in the basal

ganglia as the neural substrate of reward prediction errors,

which drive plasticity in striatal and cortico-striatal synapses to

maximize the expected aggregate future reward. This temporal

difference framework, however, even when augmented with

deep credit assignment, does not fully capture higher-order

processes such as the influence of goal representations,

planning based on learned internal models, and hierarchical

decision-making implemented by diverse neocortical areas.

Candidate functions for such neocortical contributions to

reinforcement learning are increasingly being considered in

artificial intelligence algorithms. Here, we review recent

experimental neurophysiological findings focusing on the

orbitofrontal cortex, a key higher-order association cortex, and

highlight emerging concepts that emphasize the role of the

neocortex in reward-driven computation, in addition to its role

as an input to striatal structures. In this framework, reward

drives plasticity in various neocortical regions, implementing

multiple distinct reinforcement learning algorithms.
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Introduction
Reinforcement learning (RL) models have been useful

for understanding learning in biological systems including

the mammalian brain, as well as for building artificial

intelligence agents, which has achieved super-human like

performance on a variety of tasks [1]. In studies of the

mammalian brain, theoretical and computational models
www.sciencedirect.com 
of RL have primarily focused on the role of subcortical

structures, such as the ventral tegmental area (VTA) and

the basal ganglia, within the concept of dopamine-based

RL [2–4]. In such models, reward prediction errors (RPE;

see Glossary) are computed subcortically which then

drive adaptive plasticity predominantly in the striatal

and cortico-striatal synapses. Recordings and causal

manipulations of mouse VTA dopamine (DA) neurons

confirm this basic concept by demonstrating that these

neurons use ‘subtraction’ as arithmetic operation to cal-

culate RPE signals, implemented by neighboring

GABAergic neurons, and finally broadcast especially to

the striatal neurons [5�].

Moving beyond these classical models, an emerging

literature now explores complex reward-related learning

in the neocortex, suggesting that actions and rewards

drive further plasticity within a complex network of

neocortical areas [6��,7–9]. These areas themselves rep-

resent several reward-related characteristics, including

reward history and utility, value predictions, expectation

errors, and accumulation of sensory evidence. Task learn-

ing induced changes in such a distributed cortical network

presumably are essential for flexible decision-making.

Here, we review and discuss recent experimental evi-

dence for complex neocortical contributions to reward

processing and suggest approaches to further integrate

this framework into computational concepts of RL and

their possible mapping onto cortical circuits.

The classical model of reinforcement learning
A classical functional breakdown of the brain’s learning

systems was provided in the 1990’s by Kenji Doya, who

attributed unsupervised learning to the neocortex, super-

vised learning to the cerebellum, and reinforcement

learning to the striatum [10]. In the model-free RL

(see Glossary), the dorsal striatum acts as an ‘actor’,

selecting actions with the largest predicted long-term

value given the current state [11–14]. In contrast, the

ventral striatum is thought to act as a ‘critic’, learning a

‘value-function’ (see Glossary) that predicts the aggregate

future reward of the animal [15,16]. Dopamine signals

from the critic are sent back to the actor, for example, via

the VTA, gating the plasticity of synapses onto the

medium spiny neurons at the input of the dorsal striatum.

Computationally, the challenge is to learn the critic, and

this can be achieved using simple ‘model-free’ RL algo-

rithms such as ‘temporal-difference’ learning (TD learn-

ing), which compares value-functions evaluated at differ-

ent time steps to drive recursive updating of an estimate
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 38:133–140
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Glossary

Model-free and model-based reinforcement learning

(RL): Model-free reinforcement learning relies on a cached or pre-

computed state-value mapping, whereas model-based

reinforcement learning assumes the ability to engage in planning at

task time to roll out potential future consequences of actions.

Meta-learning: Meta-learning, or “learning to learn”, is an emerging

concept in artificial intelligence research wherein a learning model is

optimized not just for performance on single tasks, but for acquisition

of the ability to rapidly learn new task variants.

Distributional RL: In environments where rewards and state

transitions are inherently stochastic, brain uses this set of algorithms

to represent rewards as a probability distribution, effectively

representing multiple behaviorally relevant future outcomes.

Value-function: An estimate of the total discounted future reward

given the animal’s current state.

Reward prediction error (RPE): A quantity used in temporal

difference learning models to iteratively update the value function

based on previous value function estimates and the instantaneous

reward delivered to the animal.

Orbitofrontal cortex (OFC): A key area of the prefrontal cortex in

rodents, non-human primates, and humans, that plays a significant

role in the flexible control of behaviour and value-based decision-

making. OFC is crucially involved in cortical contributions to RL, such

as in maintaining goal representations that transiently associate

aspects of the animal’s relationship with the environment with

appetitive or aversive value.
of the discounted total future reward. There is extensive

evidence for TD-like learning of dopamine responses in

the VTA and other striatal areas [17]. Recent studies on

distributional RL additionally suggest that VTA DA

neurons may represent possible future rewards not as a

single mean scalar quantity, but instead as a probability

distribution, effectively representing multiple future out-

comes [18�]. Combined with hippocampal-inspired replay

of past episodes, model-free RL can learn to perform

complex algorithms [1]. Model-free RL in the striatum is

an evolutionarily ancient system [19]. While the diversity

of DA neuronal responses in the VTA is complex and its

actions are still being investigated, the relationship

between the basic RL and its neuronal substrates have

received much rigorous mechanistic confirmation in

rodents, as well as in songbird [20] and other mammals

[14,17,21].

In the classical model of RL, the neocortex is often taken

to provide an up to date ‘state’ representation (both

external and internal) of task-related information, perhaps

learned via an unsupervised representation learning pro-

cess. The perspective of cortex as a passive provider of

state representations needs to be broadened, however,

when one incorporates ‘model-based’ RL (see Glossary)
requiring forward planning as well as novel goal-driven

and hierarchical forms of RL. It is in this context that

recent experimental studies on the role of the neocortex

in RL shed light on more sophisticated algorithms that go

beyond the model-free RL paradigm.
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Neocortical contributions to reinforcement
learning: neurobiological and computational
perspectives
Mammalian brains have several reward-related systems

that extend beyond the striatum [22]. Higher-order neo-

cortical areas continuously generate and update predictions

of sensory inputs and function as an internal reference

framework to compare predicted and actual rewards

[9,23] depending on the current context of task [24].

Notably, reward-timing and value information is conveyed

even to the primary and associational sensory areas of

neocortex [25], including visual [26,27,28��], somatosen-

sory [29,30��], auditory [31], and motor cortices [32]. Con-

verging evidence indicates the involvement of key cortical

structures such as the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC),

prelimbic area (PrL), anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), and

the orbitofrontal cortex (OFC, see Glossary). Together,

these areas promote complex goal-directed learning, moni-

toring task-performance, value-based decision-making,

and credit assignment (Figure 1) [6��,33,34,35��]. It is easy

to draw parallels to the Markov Decision Process formula-

tion of RL, where different cortical areas encode the state

space, the action space, and the probability of that an action

in one state will result in a transition to another state at a

later time. Task-dependent network dynamics repre-

sented in these cortical areas is flexible and can switch

and shift between distinct activity states [36]. Studies

investigating complex and dynamic interactions between

mPFC and striatal circuits governing hedonic responses

reveal that elevated excitability in mPFC reduced striatal

responses to the stimulation of dopaminergic neurons and

modulated reward-seeking behavioral drive [37��]
highlighting dynamic long-range cortico-subcortical inter-

actions between RL parameters. More generally, the corti-

cal network, together with cortico-subcortical interplay

[35��] involving basolateral amygdala (bLA), and medio-

dorsal (MD) thalamus, could support more complex forms

of RL in several ways beyond just representing states: by

computing and updating goal-dependent value-functions,

by enabling RL to cope with hierarchical decision-making,

by enabling model-based planning to be learned using RL,

and potentially by learning to implement entire RL algo-

rithms cortically.

Goal-driven learning

In humans, a growing body of work has emphasized the

importance of goal representations in the brain [6��,8].
Humans appear to not simply respond to a monolithic

reward, but to engage specific goals at any given time, such

as ‘find food’ versus ‘find shelter’. But how can we ground

this psychological notion of goals in the brain? One proposal

is that goals are ‘state-value associations’ that become

progressively more ‘satisfied’ as a specific goal is nearer

to being achieved, as indicated by associated cues or

inferences [6��]. For instance, a goal to find food sets up,

effectively, a value-function that progressively becomes

higher as the animal gets closer to previous prey locations,
www.sciencedirect.com
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Figure 1

Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 

Classical reinforcement learning model and neocortical contributions. In the standard model of reinforcement learning (RL), the medium spiny

neurons in the dorsal striatum acts as an ‘actor’, selecting actions with largest predicted reward value, whereas, the ventral striatum is thought to

act as a ‘critic’. Outputs of the striatum controls function in several key sub-cortical areas (including the thalamus, superior colliculus, and

amygdala, among several others), and to cortical areas (such as the prefrontal and premotor areas) for motor planning and movement preparation,

where they may also contribute to decision-making processes. An emerging view accommodates neocortical contributions to goal representations

and goal-based value functions serving as a substrate to perform its own context-dependent RL algorithm. Neocortical structures like ACC and

OFC, and even sensory cortices (S1, V1, and A1) plays an important role in computing complex goal representations including reward timing and

value predictions, estimates of confidence and behavioural flexibility.

www.sciencedirect.com Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 38:133–140
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sees the prey, approaches, and so forth. Overall, having

goals makes decision-making flexible, adaptive and con-

text-dependent, and supports model-based planning (see

Ref. [38] for a detailed overview).

Goal-driven learning and the OFC

A network of frontal cortical regions supports goal-driven

aspects of RL to represent goals, monitor and progress

towards them, as well as to mediate switching between

goals. Distinct frontal cortical regions show a remarkable

and diverse set of behavioral and cognitive functions [39].

One of the key brain areas in higher mammals that has

been implicated in such processes is the OFC [40,41].

OFC function is critical for flexible stimulus-reward

learning, and for behavior based on expected outcome

values that require integrating the sensory features of

potential choice outcomes. Human neuroimaging studies

and single-unit electrophysiological studies in non-

human primate (NHP) have confirmed a role for OFC

in coding stimulus-value from a variety of sensory modal-

ities, including olfaction, somatosensation, audition, and

vision, linking reward to hedonic experiences [40].

Recent human fMRI studies have also shown that error

signals in the midbrain are conveyed to the OFC and

other cortical target areas [42]. O’Reilly et al. posit “a rich

semantic map of a very high-dimensional goal space

distributed across ventral/medial PFC (OFC and ACC)

and other areas of cortex”, describing a hierarchy of goal-

related areas [6��]. At the lowest levels of the proposed

hierarchy are areas that respond to ‘primary values’, such

as the direct receipt of food or physical comfort, for

example, the hypothalamus. At one level higher, amyg-

dala areas associate learned cues with these primary

values, for example, recognizing that the smell of honey

is associated with both food and bee stings. Further up,

areas such as amygdala and the ventral striatum develop a

more sophisticated and predictive value-based context-

dependent functions and modulate the lower areas. At the

top of the hierarchy, OFC maintains high-level goal

representations through persistent activity even in the

absence of a stimulus [43]. Further areas like the ACC

interact with high-level action plan representations (in

the dorsolateral PFC and other PFC areas) to associate

goals with plans for achieving them and the costs, con-

flicts, uncertainties and tradeoffs involved.

Physiological and lesion studies are consistent with this

functional view of OFC in value-updating when assigning

relative value and identity to two alternative goals [41,44].

Rodents show significant impairment in reversal learning

upon pharmacogenetic silencing of OFC [30��,45]. Simi-

lar silencing using optogenetic tools prevented experi-

ence-based updating of outcome evaluation [46]. There is

strong evidence that dynamic interactions between OFC

and dorsolateral striatum critically control the balance

between goal-directed versus habitual actions and OFC

conveys information about action values [47]. In addition,
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 38:133–140 
these interactions support real-time cognitive utilization

of reward estimations [48].

Learning engages OFC circuits across sensory modali-

ties [30��,49]. Upon learning a sensory discrimination

task, a large fraction of OFC neurons responds to

rewarded conditioned stimuli as well as internal state

and task context and outcome [30��,49]. Detailed func-

tional analysis has shown that OFC neurons use prior

knowledge to facilitate learning in an odor sequence

task and the neuronal ensembles converge onto a low-

dimensional code [50��]. Neuronal activity in the OFC

is proposed to be causal to economic choices. High-

current stimulation of OFC was found to disrupt the

comparison of subjective values in NHP and in turn

found to increase choice variability [51]. Electrophysi-

ological studies in the NHP highlight that OFC neurons

encode value in phase with theta oscillation and dis-

rupting theta with micro stimulation impairs learning of

new values [52�].

Orbitofrontal prediction broadcast signals

Rodent studies have uncovered a crucial role of OFC

neurons in globally broadcasting reward and RPE-

related signals to impact other areas. OFC circuits con-

tribute to multiple RL processes by distinctly involving

specific projections controlling components of the

action-value updating [53], similar to frontal pre-motor

cortex’s role in cortical representation of task engage-

ment [54�]. By performing high-density electrocortico-

gram recordings in NHP solving an auditory task,

another study similarly found prediction and predic-

tion-error signals being encoded in the PFC that are

dynamically conveyed to temporal cortex [55�]. This

functional framework makes predictions for the interac-

tion of OFC with other cortical and subcortical areas

such as the striatum. O’Reilly et al. contrast the role of

dorsal striatum in action selection with the role of ventral

striatum in goal selection [6��]. In their model, ventral

striatum controls how goal representations that are held

in working memory are transferred to and from the OFC

and other prefrontal areas. Consistent with this idea,

evidence has been found for ventral striatum gating

OFC representations in mice [56]. Interestingly, a recent

rodent neurophysiology and optogenetics study found a

role for OFC value representations in learning but not

directly in choice [57]. Value computation could also

importantly determine abstractions by directly affecting

early sensory areas through top-down modulation [30��].
In a reversal learning task based on tactile discrimina-

tion, OFC neurons were found to encode both ‘positive’

and ‘negative’ prediction errors showing increased

responses for new ‘hit’ as well as ‘false alarm’ after

rule-switch [30��]. This RPE signal implemented func-

tional remapping in the sensory cortex via direct lateral

OFC projections carrying RPE information [30��], as

well as via gain modulation of irrelevant stimuli [58].
www.sciencedirect.com
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Computational implications of neocortical goal-driven

reinforcement learning

What implications might goal-driven reinforcement learning have
for the computational frameworks used to model such experiments
across species? In a computational model that uses goals,

Solway and Botvinick focused on the process of hierarchical

planning to achieve goals [8]. In this model, Bayesian com-

putations to invertagenerativemodelofrewardareproposed

to be performed by a network including 1) dorsolateral PFC

for contingency-based or rule-based action plan representa-

tions, 2) medial temporal lobe/hippocampus as well as stria-

tum for predicting action consequences or future states, and

3) OFC and bLA for predicting reward contingencies for

modeledoutcomes.Thismodeldifferssignificantly fromthe

value-function approximation and policy search methods

prominentinRL-basedAItoday.Afewotherneuralnetwork

AI models have started to bridge to goal-based frameworks,

such as ‘universal value-function approximators’ [59], in

which value-function approximation is made conditional

on goals. Despite these studies and models, a major gap still

existsbetweengoal-drivenviewsof functionalanatomyfrom

cognitive science (with their emerging and still quite tenta-

tivebasisofempiricalsupportfromdetailedneurophysiology

in rodents and other small animals [60]) and modern high-

performance RL algorithms.

Other emerging computational frameworks

We have focused on goal-driven RL and the role of OFC

here, but more broadly, cortical contributions to RL may

be crucial in other aspects. For example, in hierarchical
reinforcement learning [61], elementary actions are chunked

into groups of macro-actions such that planning and

learning can occur at the macro-action level. In cognitive

neuroscience, human imaging has pinpointed a signature

of hierarchical RL across areas including the nucleus

accumbens, ACC, habenula, and amygdala [62]. Rodent

studies have suggested that the action space at the output

of the basal ganglia is itself hierarchically structured [63],

while other studies suggest that the basal ganglia can

learn sequences [64]. In computational cognitive model-

ing, Frank et al. have proposed a PFC- and basal ganglia-

dependent network model of ‘strategic cognitive

sequencing’ for hierarchical control and learning [65],

based on attractor-like constraint satisfaction processing

to associate goals and present states with useful sub-goals.

Additionally, model based RL has long been suggested to

rely on key cortical contributions that intersect with neural

substrates of planning and rule-based cognition. The model

based versus model free distinction is extensively studied in

cognitivescience,wherearolefordorsolateralPFCinmodel-

basedplanninghasbeensuggested[14],a roleofthestriatum

in model-free RL based control, and an arbitration between

the systems depending on the uncertainty level. Also, suc-

cessor representations have been suggested to form a kind of

intermediate point ona spectrum between model-based and

model-free RL, which might facilitate sub-goal discovery for
www.sciencedirect.com 
hierarchical planning and explain coding properties of the

hippocampus in rodent navigation [66,67]. The successor

representation makes it computationally easy to rapidly

update state-value associations but relies on a slower process

to learn predictive state representations. While there have

beenseveralparallelsbetweensuccessorrepresentationsand

the hippocampus [67], there are several limitations to this

representationthatmakeitintractableforthecortex.First,by

aggregating value functions over time, the successor repre-

sentation does not allow the agent to preserve the temporal

ordering of task states. Second, the successor representation

is linkedto eachpolicy and haveto be recomputed each time

the reward changes. The cortex however should be able to

update policies on-the-fly. Given these drawbacks, the

notionthat the OFC represents a cognitivemap of task space

is more apt for cortical RL [68,69]. In this hypothesis, OFC

represents a cognitive map of the task space of unobservable

information, such as working memory. This hypothesis

successfully recapitulates many of the observed roles of

the OFC including its role in reversal learning and credit

assignment amongst others. Importantly this cognitive map

hypothesis places the OFC in the center of both model-free

and model-based RL. Specifically, using this cognitive map,

agents can take advantage of learned relationship between

states in order to vicariously plan their next course of action.

Computationally, a cognitive map or a graph, is an efficient

means of storing goal (or location, in the case of the hippo-

campus) information. A machine learning study using prob-

abilistic graphical models recently showed that, through

random exploration and without explicit RL algorithms,

an agent could learn a cognitive graph of its environment

[70].Usingthismap,theagentwasabletofindefficientroutes

within a complicated environment and plan hierarchically.

We believe that the OFC cognitive map could function in a

similar way, allowing intelligent agents to efficiently encode

goals representations and plan between task states. This

theme could be common among the PFC, which represents

rule information, and the hippocampus, which represents

spatial contextual information, via a cognitive graph [70].

Finally, PFC has been proposed to play a key role as RL

system in itself, in a meta-learning setting where the slow,

biologically inbuilt striatal dopaminergic system effec-

tively trains the PFC to itself carry out an RL algorithm

through its fast activity dynamics [71��]. The model could

explain several experimental findings, including the

human adaptation of RL learning rates to the volatility

of reward, and primate findings in which the RL system is

able to infer values of states that have not been experi-

enced. The model also predicts that PFC would encode

many features of RL algorithms such as learning rates,

value functions, RPE and so forth. This possibility of full

RL algorithms emerging inside cortical networks further

complicates the interpretation of cortical contributions to

RL and their delineation from striatal contributions.

Interestingly, this entire system was trained using

model-free RL, yet it gave rise to a more sophisticated
Current Opinion in Behavioral Sciences 2021, 38:133–140
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learning algorithm through a process of ‘meta-learning’

across many tasks. Thus, some of the signatures of RL in

cortex may be dedicated learning mechanisms built by

evolution, whereas others may be emergent from model-

free learning and credit assignment in the context of a rich

and complex (e.g. multi-task) environment.

Conclusion
In conclusion, the neocortex could contribute to RL in

several ways - including computing goal representations

and goal-based value functions, supporting hierarchical

and model-based learning, computing reward history involv-

ing specific neuronal ensembles, and implementing its own

context-dependentRLalgorithm.In each case, theconcepts

arise from a mixture of human and NHP behavioral and

imaging studies on the one side, and computational models

from both computational cognitive science [72] and AI [73]

on the other side. These fields are now beginning to make

contact with detailed neurophysiological studies in rodents,

as well as purely behavioral studies revealing effects like cost

sensitivity [74��]. Possible new mechanistic studies include

combinations of optogenetic perturbations with activity

measurements either globally, in specific pathways, or in

specificcelltypes.Combiningadvancedexperimentalmeth-

ods in rodents with more complex yet ethological tasks that

require learning hierarchical and context-dependent deci-

sion rules should serve to further link mechanistic circuit

analysis with cognitive and computational frameworks and

reveal the roles and interactions between specific mesoscale

cortical and sub-cortical areas and pathways in the context of

an emerging computational understanding of the possibili-

ties afforded by multi-component RL algorithms.
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